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Abstract 
Due to less infrastructure framework Mobile Ad-hoc Networks 

(MANETs) also called a wireless ad-hoc network. Rapid 

advancement in the ad-hoc network creates a need to secure this 

type of network against different attacks. It is because of, indeed; 

the secure network has a great impact on overall performance and 

quality of the services (QoS) parameters like communication 

delay, packet delivery/loss ratio and bandwidth. One of the 

biggest challenge is to secure this type of network from all 

vulnerable external and internal possible attacks. In this paper, 

we analyze the active and passive attacks that mostly act upon on 

the network and describe its mathematical based verification and 

validation. The cluster-based approach is designed to resolve the 

issue of the vulnerable attacks for ad-hoc networks. The 

complete analysis is designed in Formal Methods (FMs) because 

formal methods are the most emerging technique based on 

mathematics. Formal language notation tool bx called Vienna 

Development Method-Specification Language (VDM-SL) is used 

to analyze all the passive and active attacks of the MANETs.  

Keywords 
MANET; Passive attacks, Vulnerable; defense; Formal Methods; 

Security; Verification & Validation; VDM-SL, etc. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years; Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) have 

become one of the most popular research areas due to its 

wide variety of applications. Due to the absence of any 

physical infrastructure, the MANETs has a lot of research 

scope that needs to investigate further. Due to this feature 

MANETs network sometime called “infrastructure less 

network”.  Now MANETs is a new emerging technology 

that enables the users to communicate without any central 

infrastructure. The proliferation of small and more 

powerful devices that make the network fast, flexible and 

easy to use is the property of any network. Every device 

moves independently without any direction, therefore the 

nodes in this type of network are called mobile and the 

network is called mobile network [1]. All the nodes are 

connected to each other with some type of wireless links. 

Due to the constant mobility of every node, the topology 

of the network is not static but dynamic. As quickly 

changing the topology, the behavior of the network is 

difficult to predict. There are several routing protocols that 

work under the MANETs [2]. Under the ad-hoc routing 

protocol three main types of routing techniques like flat 

routing, hierarchical routing, and geographical position 

assisted routing are most common. Under these three 

categories, the types of routing protocol are further 

subdivided into proactive, reactive and hybrid nature. Flat 

routing is sub-divided into two main types proactive and 

reactive. FSR and DSDV [3], TBRPF [4], OLSR [5], and 

FSFL routing protocols are an example of a proactive 

nature. The most common routing protocols are AODV 

and DSR [6] that have reactive nature. in addition, we 

already performed the comparative analysis against 

different parameters for these two protocols in [22, 23].  In 

the hierarchical category CGSR, ZRP, HSR, and 

LANMAR are the most common routing protocols. Geo 

Casting, LAR, GPSR, and DREAM are fallen under the 

Geographical based routing category. There is a different 

broadcasting approach used in MANETs like unicasting, 

multicasting, broadcasting, and geocasting. Due to the 

decentralization of the network and constant change in 

topology, the message routing between nodes is difficult to 

process. Another reason is that the topology of the network 

does not static therefore there are several challenges and 

security threads that remain these types of networks. 

As compared to wired network, MANETs is more 

vulnerable due to mobile nodes, dynamic topology, 

message routing, and infrastructure less entity, limited 

physical security, and low-quality management. These are 

a basic weakness of MANETs that needs to address. Due 

to these vulnerabilities, MANETs are less secure and has a 

large chance of malicious attack. There is much 

vulnerability that directly or indirectly affects the security 

of the network like, lack of central management, 

unavailable resources, scacilibilty issue of the topology, 

limited power supply, bandwidth constraints, adversary 

inside the network, no predefined boundary and dynamic 

topology [6]. Due to these major problems, the 

performance of the network is really disturbed in the form 
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of several parameters like massage and packet forwarding, 

the throughput of the protocol, end-to-end delay and 

energy consumption, etc. All the proactive and reactive 

protocol is difficult to maintain the performance in front of 

several parameters. The variation of performance of 

routing protocol is basically affected due to its weakness 

of MANETs as mentioned above. 

There are different types of possible attacks in MANETs 

like external attacks and internal attacks [7]. The external 

attack is more vulnerable because those nodes that are not 

part of the network cause send the false routing 

information to the nearby nodes. This may cause the 

unavailability of services inside the network. In internal 

attacks, there are different compromised nodes are present 

that already part of the network to analyze the network 

congestion and traffic inside the network. To check the 

availability of the node inside the network the Denial of 

Service (DoS) attacks is also affected the whole 

performance of the network. Due to the DoS attacks, the 

constant mobility of the nodes does not understand these 

types of attacks. At the time of deployment of the network, 

the mechanism of authentication does not properly 

implement. The initial fake packets send towards the 

destination. Several passive and active attacks is also 

disturbed the quality of MANETs like eavesdropping. In 

this type of attack node simply observe the information 

about the network not confirm that the information is 

confidential or not. So in this way, the information further 

used for malicious attack purposes. Two types of routing 

attacks are also present in MANETs like routing protocol 

attack and attack on packet forwarding or delivery system. 

Congenitally, these attacks are called a black and grey hole 

attacks [8].  

In black hole attack, the attacker advertises the zero 

metrics transferred to all destination and grey hole attack 

responsible the routing misbehavior which leads to 

dropping of messages. Jamming, replay attack, and man-

in-the-middle attack and wormhole attack are the few 

examples. As the trend of wireless technology is 

increasing day-by-day the number of applications is also 

increased. A lot of applications of MANETs likes a 

military battlefield, commercial sector, Personal Area 

Network (PAN), Local Area Network (LAN), and 

MANET-VoVoN. A newly emerging field of MANETs is 

VoVoN, which has an extended version of peer-to-peer 

JXTA virtual overlay network. This application is used as 

a private signaling exchange protocol based on the 

portable exchangeable communication channel. Regardless 

of the application of MANETs, there are several 

challenges of MANETs like routing, security and 

reliability, quality of services, internetworking, power 

consumption and multicast behavior of the topology and 

location aided routing. These challenges become the 

dominant weakness of ad hoc networks like MANETs.  

Most of the work of the MANETs network is simulation-

based that does not provide the correctness and 

authentication of the solution. Formal Methods (FMs) 

provided the correctness and validation of the work, as we 

already done for our last articles like [9-12] and [22, 23-

25]. For verification and validation, the formal methods 

help the assurance about the proposed work but also 

provide the way to extend the work in various direction. In 

this paper, FMs are used to explore the solution of 

MANETs challenges by using the Vienne Development 

Method-Specification Language (VDM-SL) toolbox [13-

15]. So in this paper, we proposed the solution of various 

challenges by formal verification. The cluster-based 

approach is used to prevent all these types of attacks.  

Up to our best knowledge, this work is a pioneer done to 

detect and formalize the few attacks on MANETs. Rest of 

this paper is organized as: section 2 deals the related work 

and section 3 and 4 presents the possible classifications of 

attacks and formal specification through VDM-SL 

Toolbox respectively. Section 5 describes the model 

analysis and the proof of the correctness. Finally, the 

conclusion is a deal in section 6. 

2. Related work 

With the increasing trend of MANETs networks, in this 

regard security has need much attention of researchers. In 

order to use the MANETs network in the future, there is a 

need to make safe and sound routing inside the MANETs. 

To adopt any security mechanism there is a need to get 

knowledge about all types of attacks and its working 

mechanism. There is a need of adopting some type of 

defense mechanism to prevent that all vulnerable attacks 

on MANETs [16]. There are many security mechanisms 

that are proactive and reactive in nature. A lot of different 

types of attacks such that passive and active in nature. In 

the passive category, there are two fundamental types 

eavesdropping and selfishness. The detail of the remaining 

attacks is discussed in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1  Classification of attacks 

In passive attacks: the attacker tries to snoop the network 

operation without disrupting the network operations to 

find out those nodes that are in promiscuous mode. Two 

techniques are used for this like eavesdropping and 

selfishness.  

Eavesdropping: All the nodes share the wireless network; 

with its transmission range, nodes easily communicate 

with each other. By using encryption mechanism easily 

prevent this attack, because by encryption all the 

communication inside the nodes are safe and sound and 

does not be predicted by warm hands of the attacks. On the 

other hand, the selfishness nodes do not take part in the 

network communication. These nodes want to save battery 

and power resources so that any communication in the 

form of forwarding and receiving the packets will stop.  

In active attacks: The word active means the properly 

disturbance of the communication of the network and its 

resources. In this way, the normal operations of the 

networks are easily disturbed by modified and tunneling 

the packets, replying and forwarding the data packets, 

fabricating the messages, etc. All these operations change 

the content of the messages that need to be forward from 

source to destination. Further classification of MANETs 

attacks is active attacks like external and internal attacks. 

The intention of internal attacks are disturbed the nodes 

within the network and the external attack has miss leading 

by the nodes that are not part of the networks. In different 

layers of MANETs different attacks are working it out. In 

the application layer, repudiation mechanism strongly 

workout with some kind of selfish nodes that disturb the 

network communication for a long time. 

3. Classification of Attacks 

Hijacking techniques:  
Also applied to hijack the network with the use of fake IP 

addresses. Firstly attackers find out the normal and correct 

sequence number that present inside the network [17]. 

After it spoofs the fake victim IP address. By hijacking the 

victim node it hangs the whole network communication 

easily. Fig. 2 easily elaborate on the concept of the 

hijacking mechanism. Usually, this type of attack is 

performed in the transport layer. 

 

 

Fig. 2  Hijacking attack 

In synchronization flooding:  
The nodes communicate with each other in the three-way 

handshaking mechanism. A particular node sends a large 

number of SYN packets to victim nodes. After receiving 

the SYN packets; the victim nodes send back to 

SYN+ACK packets. The attacker spoofs the returning 

ACK address and hijacks the network. In this way, the 

ACK does not send back to the particular node. All the 

information is hacked by this type of flooding attacks. Fig. 

3 depicts this type of attack. 

 

 

Fig. 3  SYN flooding Attack 

The wormhole attack: 

The most parlor attacks are wormhole attack, blackhole 

attack and grey whole attack. Usually found in the AODV 

routing protocol when node ‘S' wants to communicate with 

‘D’ then it further broadcast the RREQ to its nearby 

neighbors like A1 and X. A1 forward this request to A2, 

between A1 and A2 there is some kind of private channel. 

Note that the A1 and A2 are some kinds of colluding 

attackers. Further A2 forward the request to Z and then D. 

In this way the total route length from S to D is stored in 

the attacker’s memory. So the entire traffic passes through 

the wrong path chosen instead of the right path chosen. Fig. 

4 represents the best picture of this type of attack. 
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Fig. 4  Wormhole attack  

Black hole attack: 

To advertise the short and optimal route for the victim is 

also an example of this type of attack. The main working 

of the blackhole attack is the presence of a malicious node 

inside the network. These malicious nodes are known as 

Blackhole. Fig. 5 shows the black hole attacks [18]. 

 

 

Fig. 5  Black hole attack 

Byzantine attack: 

To degrade the network performance the multiple attackers 

need to work in some collusion fashion like creating some 

kind of loops between source and destination. There are 

many factors that causing the loops such that choose a 

nonoptimal path, dropping packets, etc. It has been 

observed that in DSR the packet delivery ratio has been 

disrupting 90% of data packets [19]. Figure 6 illustrates 

the loop in a Byzantine attack. 

 

 

Fig. 6  Byzantine attack 

The routing table is well maintained in AODV and DSR. 

To poising the route table with malicious and fabricated 

routing update to authorize node in the network. The 

attackers save the false route error messages and update 

the routing table with regular false route error. In a 

common example of sending the packets between source 

and destination, a malicious node’ broke the link between 

the destination and itself by sending the RERR message 

then the brake line between the next node and destination 

node. So it can successfully stop the traffic between source 

and destination. For preventing the route table poisoning 

there is need some formal methods that check every pre 

and post condition before sending the packets towards the 

destination. Fig. 7 shows that the positioning of routing 

tale through M. 

 

 

Fig. 7  Poising of the routing table 

Different types of attacks have different strategies like in 

MANET nodes can be broken at some stage, due to broken 

nodes these are not functional forms that remaining the 

part of the network. With the status of broken nodes, these 

nodes are not forward the packets towards the destination. 

The malicious nodes try to disturb the network by packets 

drop and cause with denial of service attack.  

Another most common attack in networking is a denial of 

service attack (DOS) [20]. DOS attack cannot need only 

one layer but this type of attack has enough capability to 

take multilayer for attacking the network. With a modified 

source route this is the common example in DSDV. The 

explicit effect of modified the selected source route has a 

long-lasting effect on the performance of the network. All 

the modified source route length is stored in a data packet 

header so it can be easily trapped all the routing 

information. In the following figure, M is a malicious node 

that wishes to launch a DoS attack in this route length 

from S to D. S want to communicate With D have an 

unexpired route in its cache. S transmits the data packet 

with the route length of S, X, M, Y, Z, and D. as data 

packet reaches at X position the M alter the source route 

by deleting any node like Z from the source route. So ‘Y’ 

receives the modified fake route, therefore, ‘Y’ move the 

packets ‘Z’ but d cannot hear ‘Z’ because ‘Z’ is not a part 

of route length so the whole transmission is failed. Fig. 8 

shows the DoS attack. 

 

 

Fig. 8  DoS attack 
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Jellyfish attack:  

The nature of the jellyfish attack is the same as the black 

hole attack in which malicious nodes need to attack the 

network while determining the order of packets, selection, 

and rejection of packets, jitter, and energy consumption to 

transmit the packets. 

Rushing attack: 

The most dangerous attack is a rushing attack when the 

source node does not know any secure route without the 

helping of the attacker. Due to attacker nodes already 

present in route length, therefore, it is difficult to pass the 

traffic toward the destination. 

Replay attack:  

The constant reply attack leads to the rapidly consuming 

energy and power resources of mobile nodes. So in this 

way, the congestion in the network can be increased. 

Routing cache poisoning: 

The concept of routing cache comes into existence with 

on-demand routing protocols like DSR etc. DSR usually 

stores all routes information in its routing cache, therefore 

cache overflow problem comes into existence. In this 

problem, a lot of lightweight routing algorithm has been 

proposed to resolve the issue of cache overflow with some 

threshold values inside the cache to some extent. 

Device tampering:  

In any type of ad hoc network, the size of nodes is small 

and hand-held unlike wired devices so it can easily 

damage. For this, there is a need to protect the formal 

mechanism to provide enough security to prevent the 

damaged and stolen of nodes. 

Jamming:  

To receive the packets from the sender and transmit it to 

the receiver is operated some suitable frequency. If this 

frequency traps by an attacker or the attacker it has enough 

frequency to travel the signal between the sender and 

receiver. So that the attacker has to perform signal 

jamming. Random pulses and noise are common problems 

in this regard. With the help of formal verification of 

frequency with suitable formal methods then this problem 

is easily solve-able. In this paper, we try to make formal 

verification of all possible problems and their sub-

problems. 

MAC targeted Attack: 

In the ad-hoc network, all the nodes use wireless medium 

so medium access protocol (MAC) is used. To resolve the 

communication issue like contention and coordination, the 

attacker can disrupt the MAC procedure. 

Routing table overflow: 
Due to nonexistence nodes, the routing table has to be 

overflow with its required space. Malicious nodes play our 

role to overflow the routing table by sending the 

consecutive route request for non-existing nodes. With the 

help of apply formal methods its find out the occurrence of 

non-existing nodes. Hence the overflow of the routing 

table easily is solved. 

Information disclosure: 
Any compromised nodes that present in the network may 

violate the principle of security. To disclose all the 

information like passwords, a number of nodes in the 

network, private and public information about data packets, 

the location of nodes, optimal routes for authorized nodes, 

target nodes, and purpose of the network. by using formal 

verification all these credentials are to be secured in a 

well-disciplined manner.    

Man-in-the-middle attack: 
As the name comes the attacker sits between the sender 

and receiver and record all the information between them. 

In essence, the sender-receiver communicates each other 

but in actual they do not communicate with each other but 

they are talking to the man-in-the-middle who passes the 

message of the sender to the receiver. Here is described the 

defense mechanism of all possible attacks that are in 

proactive, reactive, passive, active and hybrid nature. Fig. 

9 depicts the possible classification of defiance mechanism 

to secure the MANET. 

 

 

Fig. 9  Defence Mechanism for MANET [21] 

4. Formal verification through VDM-SL 

This section represents the formal specification of analysis 

of attacks on MANETs for wirelessly connected network 

to protect the network from the unauthorized user. This 

specification includes different types of composite objects, 

pre/post conditions, and some efficient and proactive 

operations that detect the attacks successfully. To provide 

protection to the network, secondary nodes are needed to 

be deployed at the cluster level. For this purpose, scattered 

topology is specified in each cluster in which nodes are 
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deployed that are far from each other. The scattered 

topology is represented in the form of composite objects 

that consists of three field’s nodes, links, and range. The 

formal specification contains different types of nodes, 

modes, power, and links. 
types 

node = token; 

Source node_id=token; 

Destination node_ Id = token;  

Sensor Modes = <SLEEP-MODE> | <ACTIVE-

MODE>; 

N _Power = <high power> |<low power>; 

Node:: Node_ id : Id : Node power : Power 

Scattered Topology::node: nodes 

 

Link: link 

Range: range 

connect: bool node position: int 

attack_ information: Attack information; 

link_Type = <Connected> | <Disconnected> 

Link::Node1:Node 

Node2:Node 

inv mk_Link(node1, node2) == node1 <> 

node2; 

 

Communication::nodes:set of node 

links: a set of links 

inv mk_Communication(nodes, links) == 

forall links in set links & 

li.node1 in set nodes and li.node2 in set 

nodes and 

forall node in set nodes & (exists li in 

set links & 

(node = li.node1 or node = li.node2)); 

 

values  

LIMIT:nat=4; 

MANETs consists of different types of nodes like a sensor, 

actor and mobile nodes which are wirelessly connected to 

each other to provide the basic functionalities in the 

network. These nodes have some common characteristics 

and are described through a composite object. The 

composite object against every node will be different 

according to the requirement. It contains different types of 

fields. There are some constraints that must be fulfilled 

before proceeding to the detection of attacks. Invariants: 

(1) The number of nodes should be less than the already 

defined fixed limit. Nodes length does not go above to the 

defined limit. (2) There should be a link between the nodes. 
state MANET of 

Mobility_nodes:set of nodes 

node_edges:set of Edges 

sensors: set of Sensor 

ports:set of ports 

cookies:set of cookies 

session:set of sessions 

loss_packets:set of packets 

delay_packets:set of packets 

Destination:set of nodes 

cluster: set of Nodes 

attack:set of malicious node 

Backup_node:nodes 

 

inv mk_MANET(nodes)== card nodes<=limit 

invmk_MANET(mobile_nodes,node_adges,sensors

,loss_packet , delay_packet ) 

== forall edge in set node_edges & 

edge.node1 in set sensor_node and 

edge.node2 in set sensor_nodes and forall 

kk in set sensors  

init mk_MANET(nodes)==nodes={} 

end 

Active attacks are those attacks that directly harm the data 

or information of the network. The formal specification of 

an Active attack is specified as a composite object having 

a different number of fields. The first field shows the 

activities of the nodes when attacks occur. The second 

field shows the loss ratio that represents the number of 

packets that are loosed due to malevolent attacks. The 

third field accounts the deliverance time of the packets. 

The fourth field demonstrates the postponement between 

the nodes. To detect the attack proficiently, a unique 

secondary node is deployed in the network. 
Active Attack = token; Node Behavior = 

<ABNORMAL> | 

<Data loss_ ratio> | <route failure> | 

<unnecessary delay>; 

Data :: b-data : int data : int; 

 

DSensor :: as node : Node 

m_sensor : set of malicious sensor  data : 

Data 

Abehavior: behavior 

inv mk _ A Sensor(as_ node, sensor, data, 

behavior) == for all an in set m_ sensor 

an = node_ id and node_ mode = <ACTIVE> 

<=> data. B_ data < BD_ data_ data or 

data_ Bd_ data > data.  data => behavior = 

 

<ABNORMAL> or behavior = <Data_ loss_ 

ratio> and 

A_ behavior =<route_  failure> and 

node. mode = <SLEEP> <=> 

data. data=data. data=>A_ 

behavior=<ABNORMAL>; 

Passive attacks are that attack that does not directly harm 

the network. These types of attacks are occurring due to 

open ports and network vulnerabilities. The purpose of the 

passive attack is not lost the information. Passive attacks 

only occur to gain some important information. The formal 

specification of a passive attack is specified as a composite 

object having a different number of fields. The first field 

shows the information about the nodes that are modified 

when attacks occur. The second field shows the nature of 

the attack that represents the number of packets that are 

corrupted due to malevolent attacks. The third field 

represents the deliverance time of the packets. 
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Passive Attack= token; Ground = token; 

Location:: lug : Information-detail 

_attacklg : Ground; 

 

Passive_ Attack :: wp : int twp : int; 

Passive_ attack_ Detected_ Sensor :: cd_ s_ 

node : Node 

cdsdeployed : map set of Id to Location 

attack :Passive_Attack 

inv mk_ Passive_ Detected_ Sensor(wp_ s_ 

node, cd_ s_ deployed, 

c_ attack) == for all n in set dom cds_ 

deployed 

& n = {cdsnode.nid} and cdsnode.mode = 

<ACTIVE> <=> cattack.cd >= cattack.twp 

and cdsnode.mode = <SLEEP> <=> 

cattack.wp < cattack.twp; 

The network is divided into clusters to resolve the issue of 

the malicious attack in the network. The formal 

specification of a cluster head selection is represented 

below in which the head cluster node is selected by the 

neighboring nodes. The head node will be responsible to 

prevent the network at the cluster level. It will be able to 

detect the attack and run specific actions against the attack. 

These actions will be done according to the nature of the 

attack. 
CH_ Head : : secondary : Secondary 

s-neighbors : set of Node 

inv mk_ CH_ Head (secondary , s-neighbors) 

 

 

secondary. r nd not on set s-neighbors and 

secondary. r Nd. conn «CONNECT» <=> s-

neighbors <> {} 

and 

secondary Nd. conn «DISCONNECT» <=> s-

neighbors 

There are too many operations that are done to protect the 

network from unauthorized users. The first operation is the 

creation of the cluster. It contains a lot of mobile and 

sensor nodes. There are some pre and post-conditions for 

the creation of the clusters. The second operation is the 

creation of a sink node that will be able to receive the 

traffic of the whole network at a cluster level that makes 

the detection of the attacks too much easy. The third 

operation shows the creation of the secondary nodes. 

These nodes are the cluster head nodes that handle the 

attack at the cluster level and take actions according to the 

nature of the attacks. The fourth operation shows the 

creation of the sensor nodes these nodes are deployed to 

perform the basic functionalities of the network. These 

nodes sense information from the environment and 

transmit that information from source to the sink nodes at 

the cluster level. The fifth operation shows the creation of 

the backup nodes these nodes are deployed in the network 

to deal with the miserable situations in the network. These 

nodes come to action only when attacks occur on the 

network and some functional nodes are destroyed from it 

then these nodes take the charge of those destroyed node 

to make the network functional. 

Pre-condition: (1) Cluster should not be present in the 

network before creation. (2) The secondary node should 

not exist in the cluster before creation. (3) Destination 

node should not exist in the network before the creation. 

(4) Sensor node should not exist in the network before the 

creation. (5) Backup nodes should not exist in the network 

before the creation. 

Post-condition: Nodes will be added to the network. 
Operations 

 

create_cluster(NettId:Node) 

ext wr cluster: set of Nodes  

pre NetIn not in set cluster and card 

cluster <LIMIT 

post cluster= cluster~ union {NettIn}; 

 

create_Destination_node(NodeId:Node) 

ext wr cluster: set of Nodes  

pre NetIn not in set cluster and card 

cluster <1 

post cluster= cluster~ union {NodeIn}; 

post Destination= Destination~ union 

{NodeIn}; 

 

create_Secondory_node(NodeId:Node) 

ext wr cluster: set of Nodes  

ext wr secondory: set of Secondory 

pre NodeIn not in set cluster and card 

cluster <LIMIT and 

 NodeIn not in set secondory and card 

secondory <LIMIT 

post cluster= cluster~ union {NodeIn} 

post secondory= secondory~ union {NodeIn}; 

 

create_sensornode(NodeId:Node) 

ext wr cluster: set of Nodes 

ext wr sensors: set of Nodes 

pre NodeIn not in set sensors and card 

sensors <LIMIT 

post cluster= cluster~ union {NodeIn}; 

post sensors= sensors~ union {NodeIn}; 

 

create_Backupnode(NodeId:Node) 

ext wr cluster: set of Nodes 

ext wr sensors: set of Nodes 

pre NodeIn not in set sensors and card 

sensors <LIMIT 

post cluster= cluster~ union {NodeIn}; 

post sensors= sensors~ union {NodeIn}; 

Detect Active Attack function detects the malicious attacks 

that are directly destroying the network take and loss the 

information and data in the network. It takes cluster id as 

an input checks the packet loss ratio and the unnecessary 

delay in the network. If the packet is loss and delay are 

exist in the network then secondary nodes that are the 

cluster head nodes take action against them. 

Detect passive attack function takes the cluster id as input 

and finds out the passive attack in the network. It checks 
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the information that is sent by the source node to the sink 

node. It checks the ports and delays in the network if these 

are available in the network and information is altered then 

the secondary node takes it as a passive attack and takes 

action that is planned for the passive attacks. 
Detect_Acctive_Attacks(clusterIn:cluster)qu

ery:bool 

ext rd loss_packets:set of packets 

ext rd delay_packets:set of packets 

pre true 

post query 

<=>mk_Block(drop_packets,drop_packets) in 

set data; 

 

Detect_Passive_Attacks(nodeIn:nodes)query:b

ool 

 

ext rd information:set of information 

ext rd delay_packets:set of packets 

ext rd ports:set of ports 

 

post query <=>mk_Block 

(drop_packets,drop_packets) in set 

dataInformationl; 

Detect black hole attack function detects the black hole 

attack in the network. It checks the unnecessary delay in 

the network. If it is existing then cluster head nodes take it 

as a black hole attack and take action against it. Detect 

wormhole attacks are appear on the network. These attacks 

are detected through the short circuits. If some shoot 

circuits exist in the network then head node takes it as 

wormhole attack and take action accordingly. 
Detect Blackhole_ Attack(nodeIn:nodes) 

ext rd delay_packets:set of packets 

pre true 

post query <=> nodeIn in set blackhole; 

 

Detect wormhole Attack(nodeIn:nodes) 

ext rd short_circuit:set of links 

pre true 

post query <=> nodeIn in set short_circuit; 

Denials of service attacks occur at wireless adversary of 

the network and affect the packet delivery ratio of the 

network. To detect these types of attacks cluster head node 

read the wireless adversary and packet delivery ratio. If it 

is less than the actual ratio then the head node takes it as a 

DOS attack and take action against it. Session hijacking 

attack occurs on the session of the web pages it affects the 

routing path of the network and alters it. As a result, the 

packet does not reach a destination and packet loss ratio is 

detected. Cluster head node detects these types of attacks 

by measuring the routing path and loss ratio. If it is 

available then attack is detected and action is taken against 

them. Detect routing attacks are detected through the 

routing path. If it is vulnerable then attack is detected and 

action is taken against them. 
Detect DOS Attock(clusterIn:cluster) 

ext rd wireless_adversery:set of  emmiting 

signal 

ext rd pdr:packet ratio 

post query <=> nodeIn in set emmiting and 

pdr; 

 

Detect 

Session_Hijecking_Attack(clusterIn:cluster) 

 

ext rd cookies:set of cookies 

ext rd session:set of sessions 

post query <=> nodeIn in set cookies and 

sessions; 

 

Detect Routing_Attack(clusterIn:cluster) 

ext rd routing path:set of path 

post query <=> nodeIn in set path 

    Vulnerabilities Solution Function is designed to resolve 

the issue of the vulnerary attack in the network. This 

function provides an efficient solution through round-trip 

time and backup nodes. This function replaces the 

vulnerable nodes with the backup nodes to maintain the 

functionality of the network. 
Vulnerabilities_Solution(NodeIn:nodes) 

ext rd round_trip_time: set of times 

ext wr expected_round_trip_time: set of 

times 

 

ext rd sensors: set of Nodes 

ext rd loss_packets:set of packets 

ext rd delay_packets:set of packets 

 

pre NodeIn exist in cluster and attack 

post cluster= cluster~\ {NodeIn}; 

post attack= attack~union {NodeIn}; 

post Backupnode= Backupnode~\ {V_Id}; 

Total cluster Function returns the total number of the 

cluster in the network that will be very helpful for the 

detection of the failure cluster in the network. Establish a 

connection function is used to establish the connection 

between the nodes and the clusters. This function provides 

the wireless connectivity from the sensor to the sensor, 

sensor to node and destination node to destination nodes, 

etc. 
TotalClusters()total:nat 

ext rd cluster: set of Nodes 

 

pre true 

post  total= card cluster; 

 

Establish_Connection(sensor_1:sensors,Secon

dory_1:Secondory,sink_1:sink) 

create_pathway::sensor_1:sensor 

Secondory_1:Secondory,sink_1:sink; 

 

inv mk_Edge(sensor_1, Secondory_1,sink_1) 

== sensor_1 <> Secondory_1<>sink_1; 
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5. Model analysis 

The cluster-based technique is design and formalized 

under the umbrella of FMs. Some of the invariants are 

used for designing the formal specifications and 

pre/postconditions. These invariants play part and parcel 

role to make any type of formal specification into formal 

notations. To check the correctness, consistency and its 

integration among the module correctly, VDM-SL 

provides the platform in this regard. The VDM-SL toolbox 

provides support to check all the related invariants in a 

different mode.  

To check all the composite objects, state, function, and 

operations the VDM-SL checking window provides the 

syntax check, type check, pretty and integrity check. All 

the simulation work does not provide the correctness of the 

model, technique, and algorithm but FMs are enough 

flexible and give the proof of the proposed technique or 

algorithm that is design inside the tool box.  

Table 1 and fig. 10 describe the verification of the model 

against all related possible functions. It ensures that the 

proposed design specification is correctly verified and 

validated. 

 

Fig. 10  Proof of correctness 

Table 1: Analysis Of Structure, Operation, And State 
Parameters of 

Different objects 
Semantic 

Check 
Sequence 

Check 
Mode 
testing 

Function 
testing 

Connections ok ok ok ok 
Detection ok ok ok ok 

External/Internal 
Attacks 

ok ok ok ok 

Active & Passive 
Attacks 

ok ok ok ok 

Cluster Heads ok ok ok ok 

Operator ok ok ok - 

Attacks defined ok ok ok - 

Node Sequence ok ok ok - 

Cluster ok ok ok - 

Option ok ok ok - 

Modes ok ok ok - 

Sessions ok ok ok ok 

Functions ok ok ok ok 

Active & Sleep ok ok ok ok 

Links & Edges ok ok ok ok 

Mobility nodes ok ok ok ok 

Implementation ok ok ok ok 

Possible 
conditions 

ok ok ok - 

Validity ok ok ok - 

Total Clusters ok ok - - 

RTT ok ok - - 

S/A Field ok ok - - 

6. Conclusion 

Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) have become one of 

the most popular research areas due to its wide variety of 

applications. Rapid advancement in the ad-hoc network 

creates a need to secure this type of network against 

different attacks. It is because of, indeed; the secure 

network has a great impact on overall performance and 

quality of the services (QoS) parameters like 

communication delay, packet delivery/loss ratio and 

bandwidth. With the increasing trend of MANETs 

networks, security has need much attention of researchers. 

In order to use the MANETs network in the future, there is 

a need to make safe and sound routing inside the MANETs. 

Most of the work of the MANETs network is simulation-

based that does not provide the correctness and 

authentication of the solution. Formal Methods (FMs) 

provides the correctness and validation of the work. For 

verification and validation, the formal methods helps the 

assurance about the proposed work but also provide the 

way to extend the work in various direction. In this paper, 

FMs are used to explore the solution of possible MANETs 

attacks by using the VDM-SL toolbox. It has been 

observed that, from proof of correctness window all types 

of attacks are formally verified with its pre/post conditions.  
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